
CCFC Community Forum – Silviculture 
In late spring 2017 the CCFC organized a community forum on the topic of 
Silviculture. Meg Cur was scheduled to be a key speaker but could not 
attend. Mark Lombard our community forest Manager attended and 
moderated the discussion. CCFC board and membership attended the 
meeting at Linnea Farm. Here is a summary of the conversation. 

Silviculture was defined: the practice of controlling the establishment, 
growth, composition, health, and quality of forests to meet diverse needs 
and values. 

Forest culture is more than just trees, but includes the whole system of 
human interface with a forest.Specifically; Silviculture prescriptions refer to 
the retention of trees at the time of harvest, replanting and enhanced post 
harvest management like thinning and limbing. 

Specific practices within our community forest (CF) were discussed, 
questions answered and misconceptions cleared. 

Silviculture prescriptions are site specific. In Squirrel Cove operating area 
we had an example of a 15% harvest which means 1 out of every 5 trees 
were taken to accumulate a total volume of !000 cubic meters of scaled 
timber. 

Our CF currently works with a “Log Broker” in Campbell River who finances 
the cost of operations and buys all surplus logs not sold on island. This 
includes butt logs and tops which cannot be processed on island. Members 
are interested in harvesting only what wood can be purchased and 
processed on island. Our current contract with the broker lasts another 2 
years. After that time we will be in a better position to finance our own 
operations with retained earnings from the annual harvests. In order to 
increase percentage of wood kept on island, value added processing will 
need to be developed to use up the all components of the harvest. It is 
likely that we will always need to sell at least a small percentage of each 
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years harvest off island. 

During the spring of 2017, 400 cubic metres of timber was harvested to 
fulfill specific orders made by local mills.This harvest was individual tree 
selection method, and mills were required to buy the whole tree. There was 
no firewood byproduct produced and no waste with this method. 

Silviculture prescriptions include what is done with theremaining biomass 
left onsite after operations. Forest debris such as branches limbed off of 
trees prior to forwarding can be left onsite to protect soils and retain 
nutrients, but may impede regeneration of new trees and affect the health 
and composition of the regenerating forest. Best practices are site and 
species specific. 

Firewood supply from the CF is an area of intensive interest on Cortes as 
so much of the community heats their homes wood and considers it a 
renewable resource. The cost of operations such as road building, 
harvesting, management etc. requires that there is a high value product 
produced to yield a profit.  Current cost of firewood by cord volume are 
much less than the value of timber harvested. This means that firewood is 
necessarily a byproduct - wood not otherwise valuable for sale. The 
community needs education to understand this relationship.  

For example most of the Douglas Fir in high demand as firewood would be 
sold at a considerable loss compared to its timber value.  

● Douglas Fir Cost to harvest $75/m3 
● value as firewood based on $200/cord  = $55/m3 
● value as timber $95/m3  

 Lower timber value species such as hemlock and Alder are more viable to 
provide cost effective firewood supply to the island. These species are 
underappreciated as firewood but may be available in large supply. 
Community demand will need to adjust to the actual supply. Specific 
prescription to harvest alternative species may be integrated with 
rehabilitation management areas which will increase productivity in the CF 



over time. 

Our Silviculture practices must take into consideration not only the fastest 
way of regenerating the forest, but other diverse challenges such as 
potential for higher quality wood, optimal health of the ecosystem and 
adaptation to climate change. Consideration to enhance species adaptation 
is at the growing edge of forest research. For example; It is currently 
observed throughout BC that the range of Western Red Cedar is 
decreasing and potentially disappearing from some bioregions including 
our own. 

The rate of tree growth effects wood quality. Faster growth increases the 
size of growth rings and percentage of sapwood in the log. Forward 
thinking suggests that high quality wood will only become more and more 
rare and valuable over time. It would be proactive to adjust our silviculture 
prescriptions to mature the forest and enhance wood quality.  

It is a common misunderstanding that our local forests grow fastest, 
accumulate most biomass and sequester most carbon in the first 100 
years. In actuality the percentage of sapwood peaks at 80 years of age at 
which time the wood quality is lowest. Also at 80 years the growth rate 
peaks and enters its maximum phase lasting until the tree reaches 250 
years old. 

Innovative alternatives to add value to our CF include “non timber benefits” 
such as carbon trading. Carbon trading establishes an economic value to 
retaining the carbon in living forest by not harvesting it. Carbon consuming 
industries are taxed on the amount of carbon released and that value is 
redistributed to carbon sequestering methods such as forest retention.  

Wildland-Urban Interface (WUI) is a protocol that considers the value of 
wildfire prevention in its forest management, because forest fires and 
related damage to private property is so high. Fuel management is the 
primary way that our CF could undertake to implement WUI protocols. Fuel 
management is defined as the process of reducing fuel load in the forest 



(thinning, spacing, pruning and removal of debris from the forest floor) to 
diminish aggressive fire behaviour and the potential for devastating 
wildfires. Funding is currently available to establish WUI zones in BC. 

Biodiversity, overall health and balance of the ecosystem is of prime 
importance to the community. Fortunately what is good for our community 
forest in the long term is also what is good for the ecosystem. Our CF will 
make use of the full range of Silviculture practices available to enhance the 
good health and high quality of our forests in perpetuity. 

 

 


